🇷🇺 Key Harms & Effects
30-40% of Russians paid bribes in
the last 12 months to access public
services, compared to a global
average of approx 25% (2017)

Russia is a source, destination & transit
country for HT. High incidence of
5.5/1000; 794,000 estimated to be
living in modern slavery

1.52 million people with illegal drug
disorders, representing 1.22% of the
Russian population.

Russia’s crime rate is generally
considered to be quite high, with a
safest countries in the world ranking
of 104/134 in 2021.

Throughout the 30-year existence of
the new Russian State, capital ight
(money that left Russia) is estimated
to have been a staggering 1US$tn.

🇷🇺 Key Crimes, Crime Proceeds and Laundered Monies (Wide range of estimates)
US$61 billion

Up to US$425 billion

>US$ billions

Overall Criminality Score = 6.95/10

(3.6% of GDP for Proceeds of Crime 2019 range 2.3 - 5.5% - mid at 3.6% (ML at 2.7% mid)
for all countries - UNODC 2011)

(US$254m in NRA, US$625m Russian Gov,
US$34b Medvedev, IPAG US$89b, Rosstat mid
US$90b, InDEM US$318 & MNRS US$425b

(The main proceeds-generating predicate
crimes are embezzlement, corruption, abuse of
power, nancial fraud & drug traf cking - NRA)

(With highest criminality scores for wildlife traf cking, drugs (synthetic) & illegal logging. The
highest Criminal Market scores are for “State Embedded Actors” (8.5/10), “Criminal Networks”
(7.5/10),& “Foreign Actors” (5.0/10) & “Ma a Style Groups” (4.5/10) & overall score for Criminal
Actors is 6.38/10. Source: OCI 2021

Corrupt Persons

HT/PS

Organised Criminals

Drug Traf ckers

Terrorists

Russia scores 29/100 on the 2021 TI CPI ranked 136/180 (lowest in G20) -“Corruption is
both rampant & systemic. Although corruption
has declined at the lower levels of the state
apparatus, it remains widespread at the higher
levels. Nevertheless, anti-corruption has been
identi ed as a top state priority, which, in recent
years, has brought more attention to the work of
prosecutors. This has also led to a new
emphasis on cooperation between various
government agencies. Although the federal
budget is published annually and there are
mechanisms in place to access government
information, there are often no consequences
for public of cials if transgressions are
identi ed. Meanwhile, accountability has been
used as a political weapon by the Kremlin
against its critics and by senior gures against
their rivals.” Source OCI 2021 Likely
destinations for corrupt funds are foreign
offshore centres. TJN’s Financial Secrecy Index
2020, weighted the offshore world and likely
home to Russian offshore (& other) wealth with
the top 10: USA 21%, UK 16%, Lux 12%,
Singapore 5%, Germany 5%, CI 4.6%, HK 4.5%,
CH 4%, Ireland 3.5% & France 2,25%.

“Russia is a source, destination & transit country
for human traf cking. In particular, the country is
a major international transit & destination hub
for victims of forced labour from countries in E
Europe, C Asia & Africa. Meanwhile, HT out of
Russia mainly consists of women & children for
the purposes of sexual exploitation and
includes destination countries across Europe,
Asia and N America.” Source OCI 2021
Russia is also a source, transit & destination
country for human smuggling. Non-regional
human smuggling concerns several ethnic
communities. Irregular migrants from Iran are
smuggled though Azerbaijan and Georgia into
Russia. Smuggling is also popular along Russia’s
eastern borders, for S Asians looking to enter
Europe. Irregular migrants in Russia are also
smuggled to the Baltic countries, Belarus, and
Ukraine. Global demand for cheap labour
Russians tend to be the leading regional
facilitators of human smuggling into Europe,
followed by Belarussians and Ukrainians. Along
the Finnish border, smugglers tend to be nonRussians from Afghanistan, India, Cameroon,
Pakistan and Bangladesh.” Source: OCI 2021

The Russian Ma a has its origins in the vory-vzakone (thieves with a code of honor), a society
of thieves that evolved during the era of
Imperial Russia. According to the OC Index
2021, “there are 8 to 12 major nationwide OC
Networks, and each small group within the
network controls a speci c segment of the illicit
supply chain, for example, drug transportation
or distribution. Most networks emerged from
ma a-style gangs. These ma a-style groups are
con ned to particular cities or regions. Many
groups engage in protection racketeering.
Ma a-style groups also tend to be involved in a
wide range of other illegal markets, from drug
traf cking and distribution, to counterfeiting
and modern slavery. Virtually every major illicit
market is controlled by mid to high-level
members of the security forces, under the tacit
supervision and control of higher-level political
elites, both at the local and federal level. Many
past criminal leaders went into legitimate
business or politics in the period following the
fall of the Soviet Union, and those who still try to
operate independently are typically outgunned
by the law enforcement protection racket.”

“Russia is a key transit & destination country for
heroin. A third of the global turnover of heroin
passes through Russia. It is largely sourced from
Afghanistan, & enters the country through C
Asia or the S Caucasus. The role of the S
Caucasus traf cking corridor is growing. Major
seizures in 2019 also indicate that the drug is
sometimes transported through Russia via
Belarus & Poland to W Europe. Wholesale bulk
lots of heroin are smuggled into the country by
international criminal groups, namely large drug
syndicates with rigid hierarchies. Notably,
criminal networks, with the participation of
Turkish nationals, are involved in the heroin
trade from Afghanistan to W Europe via Russia.
Synthetic drugs as well as the ingredients are
sourced from SE Asia & China, with drugs then
manufactured in local laboratories in Russia.
Methamphetamine is smuggled from the Czech
Republic, Slovakia, the Baltic States, China, Iran,
Belarus & Ukraine. Demand for synthetic drugs
in Russia has increased steadily, in particular
Ecstasy, sourced primarily from the Netherlands
& Poland, which is a popular party drug in
Russia. Source OC Index 2021

“In the last 5 years, Russia’s terrorist threat
environment has corresponded to the activities
of Islamist terrorist organisations, with most
domestic terrorist activity occurring in
Chechnya & Dagestan. As a result of enhanced
counter-terrorism efforts, terrorism & TF threats
emanating from these regions has steadily
decreased in recent years. Most recent
terrorism & TF activity relates to FTFs departing
Russia to participate in terrorist activity in
con ict zones, or the provision of funds to
persons or groups operating in these areas.
Between 2013-2018, approxi 4,000 FTFs have
departed Russia to con ict zones. Given the
recent reduction of ISIL-held territory, FTFs reentering or transiting through Russia are a
heightened area of focus for LEAs.
Russia “actively prosecutes and convicts
different types of terrorist activity. The most
prevalent activities prosecuted are money
transfers between individuals, & moving funds
using accounts in FIs. There were no TF
prosecutions of natural persons that involved
NPOs or the use of legal persons".
Source FATF 2019 MER

Arms Traf ckers

Wildlife Traf ckers

Illegal Loggers

Cybercriminals

Sanction Busters

“After the United States, Russia is home to the
world’s second largest licit arms trade market,
with the illicit market running in parallel. OCGs
are involved in the traf cking of arms, as it is
relatively easy for these groups to acquire guns,
but increasingly dif cult for others to acquire
anything beyond ‘traumatic’ weapons, in other
words, non-lethal weapons. Illicit arms are also
widely sold online via the dark web. A
signi cant number of illicit weapon seizures
have occurred at the Ukraine–Russia border, but
Chinese-smuggled rearms and parts mostly
enter Russia via Azerbaijan. Additionally, Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia serve as key transit hubs
for arms smuggled from W Europe into Russia
& other members of the CIS, in addition to
Georgia”. Source OC Index 2021.

“Russia is a source, destination & transit country
for the illicit wildlife trade - tigers, bears, wolves
and other wildlife parts and products are
traf cked from Russia to China, other exotic
species are traf cked into Russia to supply a
growing domestic demand. Poaching, as well as
illegal shing activity, is rampant across the
Kamchatka Peninsula, the Far East & the
Dagestan, Volgograd & Astrakhan regions of
Russia. This includes unauthorised sturgeon
shing for caviar. OCGs have established
extensive networks & distribution channels for
the illegal wildlife market & forged ties with
corrupt elements within environmental & LEAs.
Reports indicate that rural residents, who are
often amateur hunters, are also involved in illicit
poaching crimes.” Source: OCI 2021.

“Russia has the largest area of forests and
plantations in the world. However, much of the
country's woodlands are under threat from
mismanagement, illegal deforestation and
corruption. Timber extraction is widespread in
the north-west and far-east regions of the
Russian Federation and is recognized as a
growing trade. Approximately a fth of the
wood produced in Russia is exported to China,
where it is sold to SE Asia countries. Organized
crime groups are heavily involved and activities
are highly pro table. These groups are further
enabled by alliances with corrupt of cials..”As a
country rich in natural resources, Source: OCI
2021. Most exports (approx 60%) go to China,
(followed by 26% to Finland & 3.5% to each of
Sweden & South Korea) for processing and
then onward sale generating US$ billions in
criminal proceeds. Source GRID-Arendal

Russia is considered by European intelligence
of cials as the world leader in cybercrime, with
more Russian advanced criminal groups with
hacking abilities than most other countries, and
worryingly, with ties to Russian intelligence
services. Whilst China leads in terms of cyber
espionage, Russia dominates in cybercrime, for
example, “74% of the revenue derived from
ransomware attacks – or about US$400m in
cryptocurrency – was connected to malware
strains likely af liated to Russia. In addition,
most of the ransomware money collected by
threat groups are laundered through services
primarily catering to Russian users,” according
to Chainalysis 2022

Whilst Russia plays a role in facilitating
circumvention of sanctions against sanctioned
countries such as Syria, Iran,Venezuela, Cuba &
N Korea, recent sanctions imposed on Russia
itself is likely to increase Russian actions to
circumvent these & those affecting other
countries. In a UN vote on 2 March, 2022, 141
countries voted to censure Russia. 5 voted
against (Russia, Syria, N Korea, Belarus & Eritrea
& 35 abstained (Algeria, Angola, Armenia,
Bangladesh, Bolivia, Burundi, CAR, China,
Congo, Cuba, El Salvador, Ex Guinea, India,
Iran, Iraq, the Stans, Laos, Madagascar, Mali,
Mongolia, Mozambique, Namibia, Nicaragua,
Pakistan,Senegal, S Africa, S Sudan, Sri Lanka,
Sudan, Uganda, Tanzania, Vietnam &
Zimbabwe. These countries may be vulnerable
to involvement in future sanctions busting.

🇷🇺 Key Countries, Territories & Regions of Concern / Impacted on - by Kenya
33 Third Countries of Concern from the FATF & EU
(FATF list March 2022, representing 25 countries - EU list January 2022, also representing 25
countries. FATF includes Albania and the EU does not. The EU includes Afghanistan, Trinidad and
Tobago, Vanuatu, and Zimbabwe in addition to the FATF countries (except Albania)

Third Countries of Concern

(Involving drug traf cking, human traf cking, people smuggling, goods smuggling, organised crime, green or environmental crimes, tax abuse, arms
dealing, sanctions circumvention, illicit nancial ows etc- Sources: Various FCN Russia TA 2022)

Corruption: see Corruption above and Green crimes: China🇨🇳 , N Korea🇰🇵 ,NZ🇳🇿 ,USA🇺🇸 , Papua New Guinea🇵🇬 , Japan🇯🇵 , Australia🇦🇺 , S Korea🇰🇷 ,Canada🇨🇦 ,Lithuania🇱🇹 ,Poland🇵🇱 & Arctic

FATF: Albania 🇦🇱 Barbados 🇧🇧 Burkina Faso 🇧🇫 Cambodia 🇰🇭 Cayman Is 🇰🇾 Haiti 🇭🇹 Iran 🇮🇷 Jamaica 🇯🇲 Jordan

& North Paci c Ocean, Bering Sea, NW Caspian Sea, Volga & Amur rivers; Human Traf cking: Europe, C Asia, Africa, N America; People Smuggling: Iran🇮🇷 , Azerbaijan🇦🇿 , Georgia🇬🇪 , Belarus

🇯🇴 Mali 🇲🇱 Malta 🇲🇹 Morocco 🇲🇦 Myanmar 🇲🇲 Nicaragua 🇳🇮 N Korea 🇰🇵 Pakistan 🇵🇰 Panama 🇵🇦 Philippines 🇵🇭

🇧🇾 , Ukraine🇺🇦 and Russia’s Eastern borders; Arms dealing: China🇨🇳 , Algeria🇩🇿 , Egypt🇪🇬 , India🇮🇳 , Vietnam🇻🇳 , Ukraine🇺🇦 , Czech Republic🇨🇿 , Italy🇮🇹 , Turkey🇹🇷 , France🇫🇷 , Latvia🇱🇻 , Lithuania

Senegal 🇸🇳 South Sudan 🇸🇸 Syria 🇸🇾 Turkey 🇹🇷 Uganda 🇺🇬 UAE 🇦🇪 Yemen 🇾🇪 ; EU: FATF countries (except

🇱🇹 , Estonia🇪🇪 Smuggling: N Korea🇰🇵 China🇨🇳 , Mongolia🇲🇳 , Kazakhstan🇰🇿 , Azerbaijan🇦🇿 , Georgia🇬🇪 , Ukraine🇺🇦 , Belarus🇧🇾 , Latvia🇱🇻 , Estonia🇪🇪 , Finland🇫🇮 , Norway🇳🇴 , Lithuania🇱🇹 , Poland
🇵🇱 , USA 🇺🇸 , Japan🇯🇵 Tax abuse: Cyprus🇨🇾 , Netherlands🇳🇱 and the Bahamas🇧🇸 Malta 🇲🇹 (see also Corruption); Organised Crime: W, C & N Europe & the Middle East; Illicit nancial ows:
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USA🇺🇸 , UK🇬🇧 , Luxembourg🇱🇺 , Singapore🇸🇬 , Germany🇩🇪 , Cayman Islands🇰🇾 , Hong Kong🇭🇰 , Switzerland🇨🇭 , Ireland🇮🇪 & France🇫🇷 ; Sanctions circumvention: see Sanctions Busting above.
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Albania) plus Afghanistan 🇦🇫 Trinidad and Tobago 🇹🇹 Vanuatu 🇻🇺 Zimbabwe 🇿🇼
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“Russia has developed a robust AML/CFT legal framework with the Russian Financial Monitoring Service (FMS), the FIU, at its center. Corruption,
misappropriation and embezzlement of public funds, tax evasion, fraud, and drug traf cking generate signi cant proceeds. There is a large shadow economy
approaching 13 percent of the Russian GDP, according to the latest estimates by the Federal Statistics Service. Financial ows from illicit activity linked to Russia
have threatened weak nancial institutions in neighboring countries; however, they also make their way to global nancial centers, often through opaque shell
companies.” Of cial corruption at all levels of government constitutes one of the largest sources of laundered funds. Russia is also a transit and destination
country for international narcotics traf ckers, particularly from Afghanistan. Cybercrime remains a signi cant problem, and Russian hackers and organized
crime structures continue to work together. Criminals launder funds through banks, hawala networks, real estate, industrial entities, and luxury goods.
Source: US INCSR 2021 & rates Russia as a “Jurisdiction of Primary Concern” for ML & drug & chemical control.

Money Laundering: Identi ed ML
vulnerabilities include cash in the real estate
sector, “simplicity” in the registration process in
the micro- nance and credit co-operative
sector, insuf cient AML/CFT implementation in
the DPMS sector, and carrying out settlements
using of bills of exchange in the securities
sector. Banks offering electronic means of
payments (such as “e-wallet” and pre-paid
cards) without fully mitigating the existing
vulnerability of their anonymity were also
considered to be at risk.
Sector ML - High Risk Methods and Tools
Use of front/shell companies & non-resident
legal persons and arrangements; Trade-based
ML through ctitious economic activity abroad;
Intermediaries af liated with public of cials; .
Misuse of electronic payments & virtual assets;
& cash operations. Sources FATF 2019 MER

Sector ML Threats/Vulnerability: 1. FIs &
Laundromats “In recent years, substantial
amounts of licit and illicit money have been
moved offshore through Russian FIs, particularly
via non- resident legal persons and structures.
The authorities conclude that the banking sector
is highly exposed to threats posed by criminal
elements due to its dominant role in the
nancial sector and the wide availability of
nancial services. Laundromats use various FIs
and businesses in other sectors—such as
securities and insurance— which criminals
manage or control or where they can exploit
vulnerabilities. One laundromat may employ
different typologies over time and may switch
out shell companies and enabling institutions as
the methods evolve.” Source FATF 2019 MER

Sector ML Threats/Vulnerability: 2. Cash &
Cash Smuggling: “The use of cash in ML
schemes is identi ed as high-risk in the NRA.
When funds are withdrawn or “cashed out” of
bank accounts proceeds in the form of currency
it can be dif cult to track & contain, & some of it
may be crossing the border particularly in
connection with goods traf cking conducted.
Russian authorities rated the smuggling of cash
and BNI as a moderate threat crime & ranked
the cross-border transportation of currency &
BNI for ML purposes as posing a moderate level
of risk that is estimated to be decreasing”… the
“volume of currency moved across Russian
borders remains high (the equivalent of USD 1
billion was brought in during 2017 and USD 2.4
billion was brought out). China, Turkey, and UAE
are deemed the riskiest countries for the illegal
movement of cash into & out of Russia.” Source
FATF 2019 MER

Sector ML Risks/Vulnerability: 3. VASPs:
“Hundreds of billions of roubles in cash
converted by traders at unlicensed, over-thecounter VA exchanges in shopping centres in
Moscow deserve increased attentions from
LEAs”. According to LEAs, “misuse of VA is an
emerging risk especially in drug settlements &
laundering, cyber-crime, & the theft of VA.”
4. Real estate: This includes the purchase of
properties incl in cash, to use as investments or
for commercial purposes, property
development, or further rental / leasing. PEPs
buying foreign RE after engaging in bribery
schemes or misappropriated public funds.
5. Shell/Front CO’s: Shell Co’s have been
identi ed with no economic purpose/activity ie
money was only transferred between shell
companies, or individuals are “mass owners” of
multiple companies and act as straw men.
Source FATF 2019 MER

Sector ML Risks/Vulnerability: 6. TBML
identi ed as a high risk. “Legal persons are
misused either as front companies to conceal
ctitious activity in trade-based ML schemes or
to conceal the real owners through strawmen
managers/shareholders…Regarding tradebased ML, … the authorities signal a
concentration on ctitious invoicing schemes
and fake trade documents used to justify money
ows”.
Sector tF Risks/Vulnerability: 1. Terrorism
Finance: Methods and types of TF include
collection and or accumulation of funds,
provision of funds for the needs of terrorists,
moving funds through online transfers and FIs,
direct provision of funds to terrorists, money
transfer between individuals and moving cash.
Source FATF 2019 MER

🇷🇺 FATF / IMF Related Reporting
FATF 40 Recommendations - MER
2019 - FCN Score 68/100

FATF FI related Recommendations
(9 -15 (PC PEP R12)

FATF DNFPB related
Recommendations (22-23)

FATF BO related Recommendations
(24 -25) (PC - R25)

FATF FIU/LEA/Reg related Recs
(1-4 & 26-40)

FATF 11 Immediate Outcomes MER
2019 - FCN score 58/100
5th best of 125 countries assessed

FATF Supervisors related
Immediate Outcomes (IO 3)

FATF FI & DNFPB related Immediate
Outcomes (IO 4 Prev Measures)

FATF LEA/FIU Immediate Outcomes
(IO 2,6,7 & 8) (ME - 7 Seizures)

FATF TF/PF related Immediate
Outcomes (IO 9, 10,11) (ME10 TF
& 11 PF)

🇷🇺 ML/TF Risk/Resilience Indicators & LEA/FIU/Regulatory Activity

Public Order & Safety Spend
(2.26% GDP - 2016 - Source Knoema)

FIU Resources

(The Russian FIU was staffed by 800 (which can
be compared to an estimated 303 in 2021 in
the US FIU FinCEN)

HT Cases

(No new Russian prosecutions of suspected
HTs / 1 conviction for FL (2020) down from 8
convictions in 2019 and 21 in 2018 - Source:
US TIP 2021)

Criminal Asset Con scations

(Asset seizures con scated at US$50 million a
year restitution back to victims was higher at
US$880 million a year on average - Source:
FATF 2019)

Basel AML Index

Human Traf cking Tier 3

(Tier 3 since 2014 - Source US TIP 2021)

(Russia scores 5.49/10 in the Basel AML Index
for 2021, ranked 44 of 110 - down from 6.22 in
2017 - Source Basel AML Index 2021)

STR Contributions

SAR Conversion Rate

Banks report in excess of 90% of STRs and
MCRs - Source: FATF 2019)

(100% of STRs are used for strategic analysis
and 76% for tactical analysis - Source: FATF
2019

ML Cases

TF Cases

(Since 2014, there have been more than 530
prosecutions each year for self & third party
laundering. Russia convicts approximately 323
individuals per year for these crimes - Source:
FATF 2019)

(Blocked nancial assets >1,200 (2020) valued
at US$755,750 (57 million rubles) /184 TF
cases. Source FATF 2019 MER)

National Risk Assessment

Legal Persons / BO

(4 million legal persons with 3.4 million
commercial companies (2018) - indicators of
ctitiousness down from 1.6 million (2016) to
247,000 (2018) - at 6% - Source: FATF 2019)

(The ML & TF NRAs completed in June 2018
Not published - Refer to FATF 2019 Report )

TI CPI Index

(Russia scores 29/100 in the TI Corruption
Perceptions Index for 2021, ranked 44 of 110
and worst in G20 - Source TI CPI 2021)

SAR ling Numbers

(17.7 million STRs, 11.55 million MCRs (2018),
up from 4.6 mil STRs & 8 mil MCRs (2014)
Source: FATF 2019)

Corruption Cases

(In 2018, almost 6,000 people were convicted
of taking bribes in Russia, with more than 3,722
considered as petty bribes (less than 10,000
rubies (€140).

Regulatory Balanced Scorecard

(Focus is on Technical Compliance by the
Regulator. Nevertheless the FIU has established
individual Personal Accounts with Banks &
others to provide and exchange information)

OC Index 2021 - Resilience

(Resilience scores rank (4.04/10) Source OC
Index 2021)

Fines and Penalties

(Banks - 1,351 in 2006 - 923 in 2013 - 469 in
2019 - CBR closed Banks incl AML/CFT
violations - Source: FATF 2019)

Terrorism Finance Cases

(On average, 52 TF prosecutions per year.
Since 2013, Russia convicted more than 300
individuals of TF, the majority resulting in
sentences of imprisonment ranging from 3-8
years - Source: FATF 2019)

Public Private Partnership
(No PPP, however IAC AML/CFT/CPF advisory
council includes private sector, FIs & DNFBPs Source: FATF 2019)

🇷🇺 Key AML/CTF Reform & Action Plans
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Russia’s high-level strategy for combating ML & TF is set out in the 2018 Concept for Development of the National AML/CFT System. This is a presidential document, which sets out prevalent risks for
the country, and de nes the high-level objectives to prevent and mitigate those risks, such as increasing the ef ciency of the national AML/CFT system, providing for improved compliance by obliged
entities with AML/CFT legislation, increasing the level of transparency in the economy, preventing the misuse of public funds and enhancing the effectiveness of public expenditures, and suppressing
terrorist/extremist threats and enhancing transparency of NPO activity. In addition, particular actions were required in order to reduce criminality related to ML/TF/PF, by improving law enforcement
practice for the identi cation of the BO of legal persons; establishing specialised investigators, judges and prosecutors focusing on nancial crimes. Whether this strategy survives the invasion of
Ukraine, the imposition of sanctions and isolation of Russia with much of the international community, must be in doubt. It is likely that, at least in the short term, protecting Russian business, including
banks and nding new markets to replace markets closed to sanctions will increase nancial crime and money laundering vulnerabilities. Maintaining membership of important nancial crime
organisations such as FATF, Egmont and Interpol are also likely to be a priority in the short term too.
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🇷🇺 Money Laundering & Terror Financing - Key Threats & Vulnerabilities

